JUDGES’ SCRIPT

SPJ-Indiana
“Best in Indiana Journalism”
2018 Contest
INDIANA JOURNALIST OF THE YEAR

1ST PLACE:
LAUREN BAVIS, ARACELI GOMEZ-ALDANA, JAKE HARPER, EMILY FORMAN
“SIDE EFFECTS TEAM”
SIDE EFFECTS PUBLIC MEDIA // WFYI

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “AS THEIR EDITOR SAID, "THEY WERE ABLE TO TRANSLATE COMPLICATED SCIENTIFIC ISSUES" YET THE STORIES WERE COMPELLING AND EASY TO FOLLOW, INTERESTING, SURPRISING, INFORMATIVE AND SOMETIMES SPARKED OUTRAGE AND MADE ME WANT TO KNOW MORE OR EVEN GET INVOLVED. THEY PRESENTED FACTS BACKED UP BY LOTS OF RESEARCH DATA, STATISTICS AND "TRANSLATED" THEM INTO A WELL-PRESENTED STORY SUMMARIZING THEIR FINDINGS SO WE DON'T HAVE TO TRUDGE THROUGH THE MUD OF DUSTY DATA OURSELVES AND TAKE THE TIME TO FIGURE OUT WHAT IT ALL MEANS. THEY HUMANIZE THE MEDICAL AND TECHNICAL ISSUES BY USING ACTUAL FIRST-PERSON QUOTES AND QUOTE FROM AN OFFICIAL OR EXPERT.

THE STORIES SUCCEED IN MAKING A POTENTIALLY DULL SUBJECT, SHINY AND INTERESTING, AND "MADE US LOOK".
STUDENT: **SPECIAL HONORS**

**INDIANA STUDENT JOURNALIST OF THE YEAR**

1ST PLACE:

LAUREL DEMKOVICH

“LAUREL DEMKOVICH”

*INDIANA DAILY STUDENT*

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “BASED ON HER SUBMITTED BODY OF WORK, LAUREL IS THE TYPE OF STUDENT ALL JOURNALISM STUDENTS SHOULD STRIVE TO BE: INNOVATIVE, COMMITTED, AND BRAVE. THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT SHE WILL TAKE OUR HONORED PROFESSION FAR. BRAVA, LAUREL!”
1ST PLACE:
CHRISTIAN SHECKLER, SOUTH BEND TRIBUNE & KEN ARMSTRONG, PROPUBLICA
“ELKHART POLICE DEPARTMENT”
SOUTH BEND TRIBUNE

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “IT IS DIFFICULT TO TAKE ON ANY POLITICAL FIGURE OR ELECTED OFFICIALS AND IMPOSSIBLE TO GO UP AGAINST A CORRUPT POLICE DEPARTMENT AND ACTUALLY GET RESULTS. THERE ARE HUGE OBSTACLES AT EVERY TURN IN THE DISCOVERY AND INVESTIGATION AND ALSO A SIGNIFICANT DANGER OF RETRIBUTION. YET THESE REPORTERS TOOK THIS BULL BY THE HORNS, LOOKED IT RIGHT IN THE EYE AND TOOK IT DOWN WITH THE STRIKE OF A KEYBOARD.”
1ST PLACE:
JOHN RUSSELL, LINDSEY ERDODY, GREG ANDREWS, LESLEY WEIDENBENER
“HOSPITAL COMPLEX COSTING $1B PLANNED FOR 96TH AND SPRING MILL”
INDIANAPOLIS BUSINESS JOURNAL

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS TEAM OF REPORTERS PULLED OFF A SMALL MIRACLE WITH THIS COMPREHENSIVE, WELL-SOURCED, SOLIDLY-WRITTEN STORY. THEY LAUNCHED FULL-ON ATTACK ON A POTENTIALLY DULL, ONE-DIMENSIONAL SUBJECT, AND GAVE IT LIFE WITH LOCAL RESIDENT INTERVIEWS, PHOTOS, RELEVANT STATISTICS AND OFFICIAL COMMENTS.

HOSPITALS, LIKE LAW ENFORCEMENT AND POLITICAL OFFICES, ARE NOTORIously DIFFICULT TO GET SOURCE MATERIAL FROM BUT THEY MANAGED TO "BREAK" THE NEWS SO HARD, IN JUST A 24-HOUR PERIOD, THAT NO OTHER PUBLICATION COULD "SCOOP" UP THE PIECES AND PUT THEM TOGETHER AGAIN!”

2ND PLACE:
DOUG ROSS
“FEDS: BOMBING CASE LED TO CHILD PORN CHARGES”
THE TIMES MEDIA COMPANY

3RD PLACE:
JOHN RUSSELL
“ENDOCYTE'S $2.1B DEAL WITH NOVARTIS COMES AFTER YEARS OF SETBACKS”
INDIANAPOLIS BUSINESS JOURNAL
1ST PLACE:
STAFF
“ROB PITTS IS A HERO”
TRIBUNE-STAR

2ND PLACE:
ALEX MODESITT, DAVID HUGHES
“THPD OFFICER SLAIN, SUSPECT ALSO DEAD”
TRIBUNE-STAR

3RD PLACE:
DAVE STAFFORD
“ICE MILLER ATTORNEY FACES DISCIPLINE IN PARK TUDOR SEX ABUSE CASE”
INDIANA LAWYER/IBJ MEDIA
INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION ABOVE 30,000, NEWS SERVICES AND DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:
SCOTT L. MILEY AND CNHI NEWS INDIANA
“TOWNSHIPS: ANTIQUITY OR NECESSITY?”
THE HERALD BULLETIN

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “TOWNSHIPS: FROM THE EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION TO THE INNOVATIVE USE OF POLLING TO THE DETAILS ILLUSTRATING A GRASP OF A COMPLEX TOPIC TO THE POLITICS OF THE PROBLEM TO THE EXAMPLE OF HOW TOWNSHIPS COULD WORK, THIS TEAM TOOK WHAT COULD HAVE BEEN A DRY TOPIC AND CREATED A COMPELLING, IMPORTANT PROJECT WHICH HIT ALL THE RIGHT BASES.

WHEN I THOUGHT I COULD NOT BE MORE SURPRISED, THEY SURPRISED ME AGAIN. WHEN I THOUGHT THIS WOULD NOT BE A COMPPELLING READ, THEY Explained WHY IT WAS IMPORTANT- AND KEPT ME READING MORE. THEY Used POLLING DATA THAT WENT BEYOND SIMPLE YEAS OR NAYS TO PERFECTLY ILLUSTRATE THE TOWNSHIPS’ IRRELEVANCE IN THE LIVES OF READERS. THEY STARTLED WITH EXAMPLES OF CRIMES BUT WENT FURTHER TO HUMANIZE ONE OF THOSE WHO COMMITTED A CRIME.

THE EXPLANATION OF REPORTING METHODS AND ONLINE POSTING OF AUDIT REPORTS LENT CREDIBILITY, AS DID THE EDITOR’S OVERVIEW LETTER. THE WRITING WAS MARKED BY CLARITY, NO SMALL ISSUE GIVEN SUCH A DENSE TOPIC.

OVERALL, THE PROJECT EXEMPLIFIED WHAT EXCELLENT INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING IS ABOUT: EXPOSING A PROBLEM, OFFERING INSIGHT AND SOLUTIONS, AND IN THE PROCESS, SERVING THE COMMUNITY AND CREATING A PATH FOR CHANGE.

TRANSLATING A WEALTH OF INFO AND DATA, IT’S EASY TO SLIP INTO RATTLING OFF NUMBERS AS OPPOSED TO CLEAR ENGLISH. BUT HE MAKES THE NUMBERS CLEAR AND PUTS THEM IN CONTEXT- THERE’S NOT AN OUNCE OF FAT IN THE WRITING.
2ND PLACE:
BRIAN SLODYSKO
“PENCE FAMILY’S FAILED GAS STATIONS COST TAXPAYERS MORE THAN $20 MILLION”
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS


3RD PLACE:
ANN MARIE SHAMBAUGH
“SEXUAL ABUSE ALLEGED AT PANAMA MISSION”
CURRENT PUBLISHING

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “REPORTING AND WRITING THIS TYPE OF STORY IS VERY DIFFICULT: IT IS HARD TO GET PEOPLE TO TALK. AND IT’S EASY FOR WRITING TO SLIP INTO THE MAUDLIN. BUT THE REPORTER CLEARLY MUSCLED THROUGH THE FIRST CHALLENGE AND ACED THE SECOND WITH EXCELLENT WRITING. A STRONGLY REPORTED, THOUGHTFULLY WRITTEN AND IMPORTANT STORY, WELL TOLD.”
1ST PLACE:
LAURA LANE AND ABBY TONSING
“INDIANA CENTER FOR RECOVERY”
HERALD-TIMES

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “LAURA LANE AND ABBY TONSING DO AN EXCELLENT JOB OF USING PUBLIC RECORDS TO RAISE QUESTIONS ABOUT FOR-PROFIT ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTERS IN INDIANA. IT WAS PARTICULARLY SMART — AND EFFECTIVE! — TO COMPARE ONE CENTER’S DRUG TESTING CHARGES TO THE PROBATION DEPARTMENT’S. THE DISPARAITY WAS SHOCKING!”

2ND PLACE:
KURT CHRISTIAN, LAURA LANE, ABBY TONSING
“OVERDOSE DATA ON CITY’S WEBSITE ”
HERALD-TIMES
NON-DEADLINE STORY OR SERIES (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION ABOVE 30,000, NEWS SERVICES AND DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:
HAYLEIGH COLOMBO
“ONE CITY, WORLDS APART - HAYLEIGH COLOMBO, IBJ”
INDIANAPOLIS BUSINESS JOURNAL

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “BY COMBINING DATA AND HUMAN ANECDOTES, THE READER GETS A SENSE OF HOW TOUGH ONE MUST WORK TO CLIMB OUT OF POVERTY WITHOUT A HELPING HAND FROM GOVERNMENT OR SOCIETY.”

2ND PLACE:
STAFF OF THESTATEHOUSEFILE.COM
“IMPACT: LAWS HOOSIERS NEED TO KNOW 2018”
THESTATEHOUSEFILE.COM

3RD PLACE:
GILES BRUCE
“WHERE ARE DRUG OVERDOSE DEATHS HAPPENING IN NORTHWEST INDIANA?”
THE TIMES MEDIA COMPANY
1ST PLACE:
LYNN SYGIEL
“RECENT LEGISLATIONS' IMPACT ON NONPROFITS ”
NOT-FOR-PROFIT NEWS
PROFESSIONAL: PRINT AND DIGITAL

COVERAGE OF GOVERNMENT OR POLITICS (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION 30,000+, NEWS SERVICES, DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:
TONY COOK; KAITLIN LANGE; RYAN MARTIN
“BRIAN BOSMA INVESTIGATION”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

2ND PLACE:
BILL DOLAN AND BOB KASARDA
“JAMAL WASHINGTON”
THE TIMES MEDIA COMPANY

3RD PLACE:
BOB KASARDA
“PORTER COUNTY ELECTION FIASCO”
THE TIMES MEDIA COMPANY
PROFESSIONAL: PRINT AND DIGITAL

COVERAGE OF GOVERNMENT OR POLITICS (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION BELOW 30,000)

1ST PLACE:
MARILYN ODENDAHL, OLIVIA COVINGTON AND KATIE STANCOMBE
“CURTIS HILL SEXUAL MISCONDUCT COVERAGE”
INDIANA LAWYER/IBJ MEDIA

2ND PLACE:
AMY LAVALLEY
“"MYSTERY EXTENSION TIES PORTER COUNTY OFFICE PLANNED FOR MOVE INTO LONG-TERM LEASE""
POST-TRIBUNE

3RD PLACE:
LAURA LANE
“DISPUTES OVER A CHURCH PARKING LOT AND A FENCE”
HERALD-TIMES
1ST PLACE:
SARAH BOWMAN; EMILY HOPKINS
“CLEAN COAL”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “A THOUGHTFUL LOOK AT INDIANA’S COAL INDUSTRY AS IT STRUGGLES TO REMAIN VIABLE.”

2ND PLACE:
JAMES BRIGGS
“BEST OF JAMES BRIGGS”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

3RD PLACE:
JOHN RUSSELL
“JOHN RUSSELL COVERS THE BUSINESS OF HEALTH CARE”
INDIANAPOLIS BUSINESS JOURNAL
1ST PLACE:
MARILYN ODENDAHL AND OLIVIA COVINGTON
“RENT-TO-OWN CONTRACTS BLUR DREAMS OF HOMEOWNERSHIP”
INDIANA LAWYER/IBJ MEDIA

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “GRIPPING WORK ON THE CONFUSION SURROUNDING RENT-TO-OWN DEALS.”

2ND PLACE:
KATIE STANCOMBE
“WOMEN LAWYERS FIND FREEDOM OWNING LAW FIRMS”
INDIANA LAWYER/IBJ MEDIA
1ST PLACE:
EMMA KATE FITTES
“INDYSTAR EDUCATION REPORTER, EMMA KATE FITTES”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

JUDGE'S COMMENTS: “RELEVANT ENTERPRISE REPORTING ON ISSUES AFFECTING K-12 EDUCATION FROM SCHOOL SAFETY TO UNREPORTED BULLYING. CRISPLY WRITTEN, WELL SOURCED.”

2ND PLACE:
SHAINA CAVAZOS
“SHAINA CAVAZOS COVERS INDIANA EDUCATION”
CHALKBEAT

3RD PLACE:
DYLAN PEERS MCCOY
“DYLAN PEERS MCCOY'S EDUCATION COVERAGE”
CHALKBEAT
EDUCATION REPORTING (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION BELOW 30,000)

1ST PLACE:
SUE LOUGHLIN
“SUE LOUGHLIN EDUCATION STORIES”
TRIBUNE-STAR

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THE AUTHOR WROTE ABOUT TWO TOPICS OF IMPORTANCE IN EDUCATION. NICE RANGE OF VOICES WITH DIFFERENT OPINIONS ON A GOOD ENTERPRISE STORY DEBATING WHETHER TEACHERS SHOULD BE ARMED. I WISH SHE WOULD HAVE GOTTEN A STUDENT TO CHIME IN AS WELL. INTERESTING STORY ON STOPPING FOR SCHOOL BUSES. GREAT GRAPHIC AND NICE JOB GETTING DATA FROM THE STATE TO SHOW WHAT A BIG ISSUE IT IS.”

2ND PLACE:
SYMONE C. SKRZYCKI, CHARLEE BEASOR, CRICKETT GIBBONS, TOM SCHUMAN
“BIZVOICE EDUCATION COVERAGE”
BIZVOICE

3RD PLACE:
MICHAEL RESCHKE
“HIGHER EDUCATION COVERAGE”
HERALD-TIMES
CRIMINAL JUSTICE REPORTING (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION ABOVE 30,000, NEWS SERVICES AND DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:
TONY REHAGEN
“NEXT IN LINE”
INDIANAPOLIS MONTHLY

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS NARRATIVE HAD IT ALL – SUSPENSE, DEEP REPORTING AND COMPELLING WRITING. I COULDN’T PUT IT DOWN.”

2ND PLACE:
RYAN MARTIN; JAMES BRIGGS
“CRIMINAL JUSTICE COVERAGE BY INDYSTAR”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR
1ST PLACE:
OLIVIA COVINGTON
“ELKHART WRONGFUL CONVICTION CASE LATEST IN COUNTY’S JUSTICE SYSTEM”
INDIANA LAWYER/IBJ MEDIA

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS REPORTING HIGHLIGHTED THE SYSTEMIC FAILURES IN THE ELKHART COUNTY JUSTICE SYSTEM.”

2ND PLACE:
OLIVIA COVINGTON
“INDIANA CASE TAKES ‘POLICING FOR PROFIT’ TO US SUPREME COURT”
INDIANA LAWYER/IBJ MEDIA

3RD PLACE:
DOUGLAS WALKER
“CRIMINAL JUSTICE COVERAGE”
THE STAR PRESS
COVERAGE OF CHILDREN’S ISSUES (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION 30,000+, NEWS SERVICES AND DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:
STEPHANIE WANG
“EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION COVERAGE”
CHALKBEAT INDIANA

PROFESSIONAL: PRINT AND DIGITAL

COVERAGE OF CHILDREN’S ISSUES (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION BELOW 30,000)

1ST PLACE:
JERRY GOSHERT, EDITOR
“5-YEAR-OLD MAKES AG DAYS 'WORTHWHILE'”
THE FARMER'S EXCHANGE

2ND PLACE:
MARILYN ODENDAHL
“TROUBLES BELEAGUER INDIANA’S CHILD WELFARE SYSTEMS”
INDIANA LAWYER/IBJ MEDIA

3RD PLACE:
CRAIG COLEY
“KRIMSON LEADERSHIP ACADEMY TEACHING IT'S COOL TO BE SMART”
BLOOM MAGAZINE
PROFESSIONAL: PRINT AND DIGITAL

COVERAGE OF MINORITY ISSUES (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION ABOVE 30,000, NEWS SERVICES AND DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:
RYAN MARTIN; HOLLY HAYS
“AARON BAILEY SHOOTING”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS METICULOUS REPORT INTO THE AARON BAILEY SHOOTING AND ITS AFTERMATH, OFFERS A RIVETING GLIMPSE INTO HOW THIS INCIDENT AFFECTS ALL THOSE WHO ARE INVOLVED.”

2ND PLACE:
STEPHANIE WANG
“RACE IN EDUCATION”
CHALKBEAT INDIANA

3RD PLACE:
EMILY KETTERER, ABRAHM HURT, BRYNNA SENTEL, ERICA IRISH
“COVERAGE OF HATE CRIMES LEGISLATION”
THESTATEHOUSEFILE.COM
PROFESSIONAL: PRINT AND DIGITAL

COVERAGE OF MINORITY ISSUES (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION BELOW 30,000)

1ST PLACE:
TYLER FENWICK
“What Would Homeless Do If ‘No Sit, No Lie’ Proposal Passes?”
*Indianapolis Recorder Newspaper*

2ND PLACE:
DOUGLAS WISSING
“Remembering the Hole”
*Bloom Magazine*

3RD PLACE:
CRAIG COLEY
“The Trials LGBTQ+ Groups Face at Monroe County Fair”
*Bloom Magazine*
PROFESSIONAL: PRINT AND DIGITAL

MEDICAL OR SCIENCE REPORTING (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION ABOVE 30,000, NEWS SERVICES AND DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:

JOHN RUSSELL

“JOHN RUSSELL COVERS MEDICINE AND HEALTH CARE”

INDIANAPOLIS BUSINESS JOURNAL

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “JOHN RUSSELL TACKLES SOME OF THE MOST CRITICAL ISSUES IN HEALTH CARE WITH SWEEP AND AUTHORITY. BUT WHAT REALLY SETS HIM APART IS HIS ABILITY TO WRITE ABOUT COMPLEX TOPICS IN A CLEAR AND ACCESSIBLE WAY. HIS WRITING IS CRISP AND ENGAGING, SOMETHING YOU DON’T ALWAYS FIND IN HEALTH AND MEDICINE WRITING. KUDOS!”

2ND PLACE:

SHARI RUDAVSKY

“BEST OF SHARI RUDAVSKY”

THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

3RD PLACE:

GILES BRUCE

“NORTHWEST INDIANA PAIN PATIENTS SAY THEY’RE UNINTENTIONAL VICTIMS OF THE OPIOID EPIDEMIC”

THE TIMES MEDIA COMPANY
PROFESSIONAL: PRINT AND DIGITAL

MEDICAL OR SCIENCE REPORTING (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION BELOW 30,000)

1ST PLACE:

KYLIE VELETA

“THE BUSINESS OF SCIENCE”

INSIDE INDIANA BUSINESS

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “KYLIE VELETA DOES STRONG WORK REPORTING ON THE INTERSECTION OF BUSINESS AND SCIENCE. SHE HAS A KNACK FOR DISTILLING COMPLICATED TOPICS AND BRINGING COMPANIES TO LIFE.”

2ND PLACE:

REBECCA PATRICK

“PRIMARY PRESCRIPTIONS: NEW MODELS EMERGE FOR PATIENT CARE”

BIZVOICE

3RD PLACE:

CHARLEE BEASOR

“OPIOID EPIDEMIC: INDIANA WORKFORCE RECOVERY ASSISTS EMPLOYERS”

BIZVOICE
1ST PLACE:
SARAH BOWMAN
“BEST OF SARAH BOWMAN”
*THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR*

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “BOWMAN HAS FOUND AN INTERESTING MIX OF LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS TOPICS THAT HAVE NATIONAL RESONANCE.”

2ND PLACE:
SARAH REESE AND JOYCE RUSSELL
“U.S. STEEL SPILL”
*THE TIMES MEDIA COMPANY*

3RD PLACE:
LAUREN CROSS
“HUD: EAST CHICAGO DISREGARDED HUD POLICIES, FAILED TO EVALUATE, REMOVE CONTAMINATION FOR HOUSING PRO”
*THE TIMES OF NORTHWEST INDIANA*
PROFESSIONAL: PRINT AND DIGITAL

ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTING (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION BELOW 30,000)

1ST PLACE:
ENRIQUE SAENZ
“BEST OF IER REPORTER ENRIQUE SAENZ”
INDIANA ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTER

2ND PLACE:
BETH EDWARDS
“BEST OF IER REPORTER BETH EDWARDS”
INDIANA ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTER

3RD PLACE:
SUSAN M. BRACKNEY
“The Fight to Save Our Forests & Wildlife”
BLOOM MAGAZINE
PROFESSIONAL: PRINT AND DIGITAL

FEATURES WRITING (NEWSPAPERS CIRCULATION ABOVE 30,000, NEWS SERVICES AND DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:
GILES BRUCE
“HEROIN RAVAGES REGION FAMILY: FOUR COUSINS. ALL DEAD FROM DRUG OVERDOSES.”
THE TIMES MEDIA COMPANY

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS STORY TACKLED A BROADER, TIMELY SUBJECT THAT REACHED FURTHER THAN ONE ADDICT’S STORY AND HIT THE OPIOID EPIDEMIC FROM SEVERAL ANGLES. IT IS EASY TO GET BOGGED DOWN IN THE PLIGHT OF THE ADDICT IN THESE KINDS OF STORIES BUT HERE, THE WRITER SHEDS LIGHT ON THE EFFECT AN ADDICT’S LIFE, AND TRAGIC DEATH, HAS ON THEIR FAMILY, ESPECIALLY THE PARENTS. THE STORY GIVES THE READER A WELL-PAINTED COLOR PICTURE OF WHAT IT FEELS LIKE TO BE A PARENT OF AN ADDICT AND THE ANGUISH OF BEING THE PARENT OF A DEAD ADDICT. MORE IMPORTANTLY, THIS STORY BRINGS A NEW TWIST TO AN OLD PROBLEM, BY REMOVING THE NEGATIVE AND SHAMEFUL STIGMA ATTACHED TO OPIOID ADDICTS AND HIGHLIGHTS THE FACT THAT ADDICTION IS NOT A CHOICE, IT IS A DISEASE AND SHOULD BE TREATED, MEDICALLY AND SOCIA LLY, AS SUCH. THIS STORY IS VERY POWERFUL AND COULD HAVE A POSITIVE IMPACT ON FAMILIES DEALING WITH ADDICTION AND COULD ACTUALLY MAKE A DIFFERENCE, A JOURNALISTS ULTIMATE REWARD AND PURPOSE.”

2ND PLACE:
ZAK KEEFER, REPORTER
“A LIFE SENTENCE, AND A LIFE REFORMED: HOW ONE COLTS FAN FOLLOWS FROM PRISON”
INDYSTAR

3RD PLACE:
EMMA KATE FITTES
“AUDREY LUPTON”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR
FEATURES WRITING (NEWSPAPERS CIRCULATION BELOW 30,000)

1ST PLACE:
RECORDER STAFF
“THE DEATH OF A KING 50 YEARS LATER: ASSASSINATION OF MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.”
INDIANAPOLIS Recorder Newspaper

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “GREAT REPORTING AND TRACKING DOWN PEOPLE WHO WITNESSED HISTORY YEARS LATER. AN IMPRESSIVE PACKAGE.”

2ND PLACE:
DONALD L. WARD
“LEAVING A LEGACY”
ROUNDABOUT MADISON

3RD PLACE:
KURT CHRISTIAN
“28 WAY OR NO WAY”
HERALD-TIMES
FEATURES WRITING (MAGAZINES AND NON-DAILY NEWSPAPERS)

1ST PLACE:
MICHAEL KORYTA
“SEARCHING THE DEPTHS”
INDIANAPOLIS MONTHLY

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “MICHAEL KORYTA’S PIECE “SEARCHING THE DEPTHS,” DEMONSTRATES SUPERB REPORTING, STELLAR WRITING AND SOLID NARRATIVE CHOPS THAT HOOKS THE READER AND MAKES HIM/HER HUNGRY TO READ ON. BRAVO.”

2ND PLACE:
MEGAN FERNANDEZ
“DESTINATION HOTELS”
INDIANAPOLIS MONTHLY

3RD PLACE:
BRIAN HENDRICKSON
“GAME ON”
NCAA CHAMPION MAGAZINE
1ST PLACE:
SAM STALL
“AN HONEST BROKER WHO GETS THINGS DONE”
INDIANAPOLIS BUSINESS JOURNAL

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS STORY IS NEXT TO THE WORD "PROFILE" IN THE JOURNALISM GLOSSARY. IT IS WELL-STRUCTURED, WELL-WRITTEN AND WELL-SOURCED AND DRAWS THE READER IN FROM THE LEDE. THE TRUE SIGN OF A GOOD PROFILE IS COMING AWAY WITH THE FEELING THAT YOU KNOW THE PERSON AND WOULD LIKE TO KNOW THEM BETTER. STALL TAKES THE JOURNEY OF AN 80 YEAR-OLD PROPERTY MANAGER, WHICH COULD BE A SNORE FEST, AND MAKES IT SEXY AND INTRIGUING. BASILE’S BIOGRAPHY BECOMES A COLORFUL MYSTERY TOUR, PEPPERED WITH ANECDOTES FROM FRIENDS, HUMOR AND PEARLS OF WISDOM, THE HIGHLIGHT BEING HIS TWIST ON PHILANTHROPY THAT THE PEOPLE WHOM HE GIVES TO ARE ACTUALLY DOING HIM A FAVOR BY ALLOWING HIM TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

SOLID WRITING WITH A SOPHISTICATED FLAIR THAT ENHANCES THE SUBJECT WITHOUT DISTRACTING FROM HIM. A GOOD JOURNALIST'S VOICE IS SOFTER THAN A WHISPER AND ONLY LOUD ENOUGH TO GUIDE THE READER’S ATTENTION THROUGH THE ELEMENTS OF THE STORY. HERE, BASILE IS CLEARLY THE STAR OF THIS SHOW AND AND STALL BRINGS YOU SEAMLESSLY FROM ACT ONE TO THE CURTAIN CALL AND LEAVES ME WANTING AN ENCORE, OR AT LEAST A MEET-AND-GREET WITH THE LEADING MAN! ”

2ND PLACE:
DOMENICA BONGIOVANNI
“TEACHER SHOT HEROIN 500 DAYS IN A ROW.”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

3RD PLACE:
ZAK KEEFER
“He’s nearly blind. He’s flat broke. But he carries Olympic gold in his pocket”
INDYSTAR
PROFESSIONAL: PRINT AND DIGITAL

PERSONALITY PROFILE (MAGAZINES AND NON-DAILY NEWSPAPERS)

1ST PLACE:
RACHEL STARK
“HOME, WHERE THE 'BUFF' ROAMS”
NCAA CHAMPION MAGAZINE

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “HOW DO YOU READ A LEDE THAT STARTS WITH "BUFF THE BISON NEEDS HIS PROTEIN" AND NOT READ ON? MANY OUTLETS HAVE WRITTEN ABOUT SCHOOL MASCOTS, BUT I LOVED HOW THE WRITER BROUGHT THIS MASCOT TO LIFE—BOTH THE CHARACTER AS WELL AS THE PERSON INSIDE AND HIS OWN ROAD TO GETTING TO WHERE HE IS TODAY. GREAT JOB TELLING A STORY THAT COULD HAVE VERY EASILY BEEN JUST LIKE THE REST.”

2ND PLACE:
LILI WRIGHT
“ALL THAT GLITTERS”
INDIANAPOLIS MONTHLY

3RD PLACE:
CHARLEE BEASOR
“IN THE FAST LANE: 'WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET'”
BIZVOICE
PROFESSIONAL: PRINT AND DIGITAL

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT WRITING (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION 30,000+, WIRE SERVICES AND DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:
CRAIG FEHRMAN
“BAD INK”
INDIANAPOLIS MONTHLY

2ND PLACE:
CHRISTOPHER LLOYD
“CHRIS LLOYD”
THE FILM YAP

3RD PLACE:
DOMENICA BONGIOVANNI
“BEST OF DOMENICA BONGIOVANNI”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR
ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT WRITING (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION BELOW 30,000)

1ST PLACE:
MARK BENNETT
“MARK BENNETT A&E WRITING”
TRIBUNE-STAR

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “BENNETT CHRONICLES NOT ONLY INDIVIDUAL ARTISTIC ENDEAVORS, BUT ALSO THE EFFECT ART HAS ON THE COMMUNITY HE COVERS. HIS REPORTING INVITES READERS TO ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE IN ART CLASSES AND EVENTS, INSTEAD OF JUST PRESENTING AN ART PIECE AS SOMETHING THAT CAN ONLY BE EXPERIENCED FROM A DISTANCE. BENNETT TAKES THE TIME NOT ONLY TO DESCRIBE A WORK OF ART, BUT ALSO TO EXPLAIN WHY IT MATTERS TO INDIVIDUALS THROUGHOUT HIS COMMUNITY. HE FINDS VALUE NOT JUST IN THE ARTWORKS, BUT IN THE ARTISTS AND THEIR CLASSMATES OR AUDIENCES.”

2ND PLACE:
MOLLY BRUSH
“CARDINAL STAGE ACT II”
BLOOM MAGAZINE
EDITORIAL WRITING (ALL PUBLICATIONS AND DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:
ALICIA MORGAN
“CONTINUING THE CONVERSATION, ENDING THE STIGMA”
TRIBUNE-STAR

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “WITH CLARITY, ALICIA MORGAN COMMUNICATES THE NEED TO ADDRESS MENTAL ILLNESS. PERSONAL COMMENTS - INCLUDING ONE FROM A SURVIVOR - AND AWARENESS RESOURCES ENHANCE THE EDITORIAL. WELL DONE.”

2ND PLACE:
GREG ANDREWS
“LEGISLATIVE LEADERS SEEMED OK TO SWEEP HILL SCANDAL UNDER RUG”
INDIANAPOLIS BUSINESS JOURNAL

3RD PLACE:
MALCOLM ABRAMS
“THAT CONTROVERSIAL PICTURE”
BLOOM MAGAZINE
PROFESSIONAL: PRINT AND DIGITAL

EDITORIAL CARTOON (ALL PUBLICATIONS AND DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:
SHANE JOHNSON
“COLTS SEASON TICKET SALES”
INDIANAPOLIS BUSINESS JOURNAL

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “A SIMPLE AND HUMOROUS LOOK AT THE STRUGGLES FACED BY INDIANAPOLIS COLTS EMPLOYEES AFTER THEIR 2017 STRUGGLES. BY THE WAY, THE REPAIRMAN MAY DISAPPEAR AFTER THEIR RECENT IMPROVED SEASON.”

2ND PLACE:
TIM CAMPBELL
“TWUMP”
CURRENT PUBLISHING & WASHINGTON POST SYNDICATE

3RD PLACE:
ARNEL REYNON
“"NO ONE EVER CONSIDERS THE CONSEQUENCES. THEY ALWAYS THINK THEY'LL BOUNCE BACK."”
NCAA CHAMPION MAGAZINE
1ST PLACE:
JOSEPH S. PETE
“GOING OVER THE EDGE: RAPPELLING OFF THE CENTIER BANK TOWER FOR THE UNITED WAY”
TIMES OF NORTHWEST INDIANA

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS LAUGH OUT LOUD ACCOUNT OF ONE REPORTER’S EXPERIENCE WITH IMPENDING DEATH WAS A TREAT TO READ. WELL DONE!”

2ND PLACE:
JERRY DAVICH
“JERRY DAVICH - THREE COLUMNS”
POST-TRIBUNE/CHICAGO TRIBUNE MEDIA

3RD PLACE:
ABDUL-HAKIM SHABAZZ
“TIS THE SEASON TO BE OFFENDED”
INDY POLITICS
1ST PLACE:
JASON THOMAS
“JASON THOMAS COLUMNS”
NEWS AND TRIBUNE

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THOMAS’ MUSINGS ON THE JOYS AND PITFALLS OF PARENTING AND POTTY TRAINING WERE CHARMING AND DELIGHTFUL TO READ. MORE BROWNIES PLEASE!”
SPORTS REPORTING (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION ABOVE 30,000, WIRE SERVICES AND DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:
KYLE NEDDENRIEP
“RANGE OF STORIES FROM KYLE NEDDENRIEP OFF HIS HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS BEAT”
INDYSTAR

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “KYLE NEDDENRIEP SHOWS GREAT ENTERPRISE IN IDENTIFYING COMPELLING STORIES ON THE HIGH SCHOOL BEAT, EXPLORING TOPICS AS DIVERSE AS THE DEMISE OF SMALL SCHOOL FOOTBALL AND THE CHALLENGES FACING MODERN-DAY COACHES. STORIES ARE WELL-RESEARCHED AND WRITTEN.”

2ND PLACE:
BRIAN BURNSED
“The Breaking Point”
NCAA CHAMPION MAGAZINE

3RD PLACE:
DAVID WOODS
“DAVID WOODS’ SPORTS REPORTS”
INDIANAPOLIS STAR
1ST PLACE:
NATHAN BAIRD
“NATHAN BAIRD”
JOURNAL & COURIER

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “NATHAN BAIRD’S ENTRIES SHOW A COMBINATION OF STRONG REPORTING AND WRITING, WITH A MIX OF TOPICS RANGING FROM A DUTCH BASKETBALL STAR’S ODYSSEY TO A BROADCASTER’S CANCER BATTLE.”

2ND PLACE:
TODD GOLDEN
“TODD GOLDEN SPORTS STORIES”
TRIBUNE-STAR

3RD PLACE:
DEAN HOCKNEY
“SPORTS IN KOKOMO”
SPORTS JOURNAL OF CENTRAL INDIANA
HEADLINE WRITING

1ST PLACE:
JOSEPH S. PETE
“PULITZER WINNER TO TALK TRASH AT PURDUE UNIVERSITY NORTHWEST”
TIMES OF NORTHWEST INDIANA

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THESE HUMOROUS HEADLINES CATCH THE READER’S ATTENTION AND CLEARLY COMMUNICATE WHAT THE ARTICLES WILL BE ABOUT.”

2ND PLACE:
WBAA.ORG NEWS STAFF
“WBAA.ORG HEADLINES”
WBAA PUBLIC RADIO
SPORTS COLUMN WRITING

1ST PLACE:
GREGG DOYEL
“COLLECTION OF GREGG DOYEL’S SPORTS COLUMNS”
INDYSTAR

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “GREGG DOYEL SHOWS GREAT RANGE IN WRITING TOPICS AS DISPARATE AS THE COLTS’ COACHING HIRE, THE INJURY TO PURDUE’S BIG MAN AND THE DEATH OF A HIGH SCHOOL TRACK STAR. DOYEL SHOWS STRONG OPINION, INSIGHT AND EMPATHY.”

2ND PLACE:
BRIAN HENDRICKSON
“SIGNS OF SPORTSMANSHIP”
NCAA CHAMPION MAGAZINE

3RD PLACE:
NATHAN BAIRD
“NATHAN BAIRD COLUMNS”
JOURNAL & COURIER
1ST PLACE:
JOHN J. WATKINS
“MYLES MEETS OBAMA”
THE TIMES MEDIA COMPANY

JUDGE'S COMMENTS: “1ST PLACE IMAGE IS PERFECTLY TIMED, CAPTURING THE INTENSE CONNECTION AND EYE CONTACT BETWEEN THE BOY, HIS FATHER AND THE FORMER PRESIDENT.”

2ND PLACE:
MARC CHASE
“KANKAKEE RIVER FLOODING”
THE TIMES MEDIA COMPANY

3RD PLACE:
JOSEPH S. PETE
“EAST CHICAGO STEELWORKER”
TIMES OF NORTHWEST INDIANA
PROFESSIONAL: PHOTOGRAPHY, DESIGN AND GRAPHICS

NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION BELOW 30,000)

1ST PLACE:
JOSEPH C. GARZA
“COVER THEM IN PRAYER”
TRIBUNE-STAR

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “GARZA BEAUTIFULLY CAPTURED BOTH THE FAMILY’S GRIEF AND THEIR STRENGTH IN THIS TENDER, RESPECTFUL FRAME.”

2ND PLACE:
RODNEY MARGISON
“NATIONAL GUN VIOLENCE AWARENESS DAY RALLY AT COURTHOUSE ”
BLOOM MAGAZINE

3RD PLACE:
AUSTEN LEAKE
“TRAGIC FRIDAY”
TRIBUNE-STAR
PROFESSIONAL: PHOTOGRAPHY, DESIGN AND GRAPHICS

SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION ABOVE 30,000, NEWS SERVICES AND DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:
MYKAL MCELDOWNEY
“INDY 500 WINNER”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “BY FAR MY FAVORITE AND MOST CHALLENGING CATEGORY AS ALL THREE PLACES WERE GREAT IMAGES CAPTURED AT THE RIGHT MOMENT. EVEN THE OTHER IMAGES IN THE CATEGORY WHERE STRONG BUT FIRST PLACE STOOD OUT FOR THE GREAT CAPTURE OF THE REACTION TO THE ANGLE AT WHICH THE IMAGE WAS TAKEN FROM. AT AN EVENT LIKE THE INDY 500 TRYING TO CAPTURE A UNIQUE IMAGE CAN BE TOUGHS AND THIS PHOTOGRAPHER NAILED IT.”

2ND PLACE:
MATT KRYGER
“LOST HELMET”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

3RD PLACE:
KALE WILK
“ANDREAN VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS CELEBRATE”
THE TIMES MEDIA COMPANY
PROFESSIONAL: PHOTOGRAPHY, DESIGN AND GRAPHICS

SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION BELOW 30,000)

1ST PLACE:
DON KNIGHT
“FRANKTON SECTIONAL CELEBRATION”
THE HERALD BULLETIN
FEATURES PHOTOGRAPHY (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION ABOVE 30,000, NEWS SERVICES AND DIGITAL MEDIA)

1ST PLACE:
KELLY WILKINSON
“PORTRAIT OF DEWEY”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR


2ND PLACE:
JOHN J. WATKINS
“EMBRACING PEACE”
THE TIMES MEDIA COMPANY

3RD PLACE:
BOB COSCARELLI
“FROZEN IN TIME”
INDIANAPOLIS MONTHLY
1ST PLACE:
JEFF DANIELSON
“THE FIGHT TO SAVE OUR FORESTS & WILDLIFE"
BLOOM MAGAZINE

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS WAS A GREAT CATEGORY FROM TOP TO BOTTOM. I ENJOYED JUDGING THESE. FIRST SHOWED A GREAT MASTERY OF WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY. SECOND DID A GREAT JOB WITH THE PET PORTRAITS THAT WHERE DONE IN AN OUTSIDE ENVIRONMENT AND THIRD CREATED GREAT, SIMPLE PORTRAITS THAT WHERE PLEASING TO THE EYE. THIS WAS A VERY HARD TO JUDGE CATEGORY AND ALL ENTRANTS SHOULD BE COMMENDED FOR THEIR WORK.”

2ND PLACE:
NAAMA LEVY
“BLOOMINGTON: A PET-FRIENDLY PLACE”
BLOOM MAGAZINE

3RD PLACE:
JEFF RICHARDSON
“25 COUPLES WHO CONTRIBUTE TO OUR COMMUNITY”
BLOOM MAGAZINE
1ST PLACE:
JILL DOYLE
“JILL DOYLE - IBJ FRONT PAGES”
INDIANAPOLIS BUSINESS JOURNAL

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “GREAT SUBMISSIONS. I FEEL JILL DOYLE'S ENTRY CLEARLY TIED ALL OF THE DESIGN ELEMENTS INTO A USER FRIENDLY PIECE. GREAT JOB BY ALL!”

2ND PLACE:
WENDY SHAPIRO
“WENDY SHAPIRO - IBJ COVERS”
INDIANAPOLIS BUSINESS JOURNAL

3RD PLACE:
AUDREY PELSOR
“AUDREY PELSOR - IBJ COVER DESIGNS”
INDIANAPOLIS BUSINESS JOURNAL
MAGAZINE COVER DESIGN (ALL MAGAZINES OR PERIODICALS)

1ST PLACE:
TODD URBAN
“INDIANAPOLIS MONTHLY”
INDIANAPOLIS MONTHLY

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “MAGAZINE COVERS MUST BE MORE THAN PRETTY. THEIR NOBLE PURPOSE IS TO DRAW IN A READER, SO ALL THE HARD WORK INSIDE GETS NOTICED. THESE THREE WINNERS ALL PROVE THAT THE BEST WAY TO DO THAT IS WITH BIG ART, BIGGER TYPE, AND DISPLAY TEXT THAT ACTUALLY TELLS A STORY. MANY OTHER ENTRIES IN THIS CATEGORY TRIED TOO HARD TO PACK TOO MUCH IMAGERY AND WORDS ONTO ONE COVER – AND MORE IS LESS WHEN IT COMES TO MAGAZINE COVERS. THE BEST COVERS ARE LEAN, BUT THEY'RE ALSO MEAN.”

2ND PLACE:
ANDY AUSTIN
“BOARD GAMES”
KIWANIS INTERNATIONAL

3RD PLACE:
CAROLINE MARKLEY, JAFET GARCIA
“FORT WAYNE MAGAZINE - EARLY 2018”
FORT WAYNE MAGAZINE
1ST PLACE:
TODD URBAN
“THE MESSY GENIUS OF JONATHAN BROOKS”
INDIANAPOLIS MONTHLY


2ND PLACE:
EMILEE STITES
“SATURDAY MORNING AT THE FARMERS' MARKET”
BLOOM MAGAZINE

3RD PLACE:
EMILEE STITES
“A MAGICAL FISH AND THE CITY IT SPAWNED”
BLOOM MAGAZINE
1ST PLACE:
STEPHEN J. BEARD
“CAN COVER CROPS SAVE OUR SOIL?”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

2ND PLACE:
CURT MERLO
“SOMETHING'S FISHY”
INDIANAPOLIS MONTHLY
PROFESSIONAL: PHOTOGRAPHY, DESIGN AND GRAPHICS

GRAPHICS AND ILLUSTRATIONS (PUBLICATION CIRCULATION BELOW 30,000)

1ST PLACE:
WAYNE MANNS
“REMEMBERING THE HOLE”
BLOOM MAGAZINE

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THE REMEMBERING THE HOLE PACKAGE DEMONSTRATED GREAT SOPHISTICATION WITH HOW IT WAS LAID OUT. THE PAINTINGS WERE APPROPRIATE TO THE THEME OF THE STORY AND WERE A GREAT WAY TO MAKE UP FOR A LACK OF PHOTOS.”

2ND PLACE:
MIKE CAGLE
“THE DOG HOUSE”
BLOOM MAGAZINE

3RD PLACE:
BRAD TURNER
“PLEADING THE 5TH MODE”
INDIANA LAWYER/IBJ MEDIA
PROFESSIONAL: PHOTOGRAPHY, DESIGN AND GRAPHICS

MULTIPLE PICTURE GROUP

1ST PLACE:
MYKAL MCELDOWNEY
“GETTING MUDDY AT THE REDNECK RAVE”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “1) VERY THOUGHTFUL IMAGES AND IT APPEARS THAT YOU REALLY COVERED MANY ANGLES. I APPRECIATE THE FACT THAT YOU RODE ALONG TOO. MY ONLY REGRET IS THAT YOU DID NOT INCLUDE A PROPERLY POSED PORTRAIT. THE IMAGE YOU TOOK WHILE RIDING ALONG THAT FRAMES THE 3-SOME RIDING AN ATV HAS AMAZING USE OF DOP, FRAMING, RULE OF THIRDS AND CERTAINLY TAKES THE CAKE AMONG ALL ENTRIES. 2.) THIS IS A BRILLIANT SET OF IMAGES. IT REALLY CAPTURES THE ESSENCE OF A FARMER’S MARKET. THE DETAILS ARE SPECTACULAR AND THE DOGS TOUCHING NOSES REALLY STOOD OUT. VERY SOLID SET MADE FROM A SIMPLE ASSIGNMENT. 3.) BEAUTIFUL IMAGERY AND ACCESS TO SUGAR RAY. I LIKE YOUR CHOICE OF B&W AND THAT YOU CAPTURED SOME SOFTER MOMENTS W/SUGAR RAY. THE NOISE IN SOME OF THE IMAGES IS QUITE HELPFUL TOO!”

2ND PLACE:
STEPHEN SPROULL
“SATURDAY MORNING AT THE FARMERS’ MARKET”
BLOOM MAGAZINE

3RD PLACE:
MYKAL MCELDOWNEY
“SUGAR RAY SEALES”
THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR
BEST JOURNALISM WEBSITE

1ST PLACE:
WTHR NEWS TEAM
“WTHR.COM”
WTHR

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THE WTHR WEBSITE EFFECTIVELY USES BOLD COLORS AND IMPACTFUL VISUALS TO HIGHLIGHT THE BEST CONTENT. THE CLEAR LABELING OF STORIES ON THE HOMEPAGE MAKES THE SITE EASILY SKIMMABLE. THE ARTICLE PAGES INCORPORATES MULTIMEDIA ELEMENTS SEAMLESSLY INTO THE STORYTELLING, PROVIDING AN EXCELLENT READING EXPERIENCE.”

2ND PLACE:
HEATHER BREMER AND STAFF OF THE HERALD BULLETIN.
“THE HERALD BULLETIN”
THE HERALD BULLETIN

3RD PLACE:
WANE 15 STAFF
“WANE.COM”
WANE
PROFESSIONAL: ONLINE

BEST ONLINE MULTIMEDIA

1ST PLACE:
WFIU/WTIU NEWS
“WFIU/WTIU 2018 ELECTION COVERAGE”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS

2ND PLACE:
STAFF OF THE HERALD BULLETIN
“24 HOURS IN ANDERSON”
THE HERALD BULLETIN
NON-FICTION BOOK

1ST PLACE:
DOUGLAS WALKER AND KEITH ROYSDON
“MUNCIE MURDER & MAYHEM”
THE HISTORY PRESS / ARCADIA PUBLISHING

2ND PLACE:
RAY E. BOOMHOWER
“INDIANA ORIGINALS: HOOSIER HEROES & HEROINES”
THE HISTORY PRESS

3RD PLACE:
STEPHEN T. JACKSON
“IF THE RIVER COULD TALK”
THE HERALD BULLETIN
BEST NEWSCAST (INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
TREY FRIEDRICH, SCOTT DAVIS, BROOKE MARTIN, & MIKE BARZ
“24-HOUR NEWS 8 AT 5”
WISH-TV

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “24 HOUR NEWS 8 HAD A WELL PRODUCED, QUICK INTRODUCTION TO THE STORY OF THE DAY. BRENDA DONELLY’S PKG CAPTURED THE URGENCY AND PANIC OF THE SITUATION. IN FOX 59’S NEWSCAST LINDSEY EATON HAD A NICELY PACED PKG WITH EFFECTIVE USE OF QUICK SOUNDBITES. GOOD ENERGY ON BREAKING NEWS.”

2ND PLACE:
ALLISON HAMMOND, VICKIE BINKLEY, DAN SPEHLER, TANA HOWARD
“FOX59 NEWS AT 10: NEIGHBORING CRIMES”
WXIN

3RD PLACE:
VICKIE BINKLEY, DANNY RAPINCHUK, JUSTIN HOWELL, STAFF
“CBS4 THIS MORNING: BATTLING DANGEROUS ICE”
WTTV
BEST NEWSCAST (OUTSIDE INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
DONOVAN KLEIN, KAYLA CRANDALL, KAMERON ROBINSON, IAN HOOVER
“FORT WAYNE’S NBC NEWS”
WPTA TV - FORT WAYNE’S NBC

2ND PLACE:
DANIEL BEALS, BRIEN MCELHATTEN, ALEXIS SHEAR, JAMIE TILL
“ABC21 NEWS AT 11”
WPTA - ABC21

3RD PLACE:
WANE 15 STAFF
“SEEKING JUSTICE FOR APRIL”
WANE
PROFESSIONAL: TELEVISION

BREAKING NEWS COVERAGE (INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
AL CARL
“NOBLESVILLE SCHOOL SHOOTING”
WISH-TV

2ND PLACE:
AL CARL
“DEPUTY KILLED”
WISH-TV

3RD PLACE:
WTHR NEWS TEAM
“NOBLESVILLE SCHOOL SHOOTING”
WTHR
BREAKING NEWS COVERAGE (OUTSIDE INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
ABC21 STAFF
“BUS STOP TRAGEDY”
WPTA - ABC21

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THE ABC21 TEAM PRODUCED A COMPREHENSIVE NARRATIVE ABOUT THE CRASH AND ITS VICTIMS, SECURING A DIFFICULT INTERVIEW WITH THE VICTIMS’ UNCLE THAT ELEVATED THE PACKAGE WITH ITS SENSITIVITY.”

2ND PLACE:
CODY BUTLER
“MAN SHOT INSIDE CLINTON STREET KROGER”
WFFT-TV

3RD PLACE:
HEATHER GOOD, AUSTIN FAGG
“POLICE SURROUND APARTMENT AFTER OFFICER SHOT, KILLED”
WTHI-TV
INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING (INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
SHANNON HOUSER, GREG WILKERSON, OLIVIA DANGLER
“FELON BUYS A GUN”
WTTV

2ND PLACE:
SANDRA CHAPMAN, BILL DITTON, STEVE RHODES, & SUSAN BATT
“BORN IN COMBAT”
WTHR

3RD PLACE:
BOB SEGALL, BILL DITTON & CYNDEE HEBERT
“EMERGENCY INSIDE 911”
WTHR
INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING (OUTSIDE INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
ALEXIS SHEAR, DANIEL BEALS, JONATHAN SHELLEY
“DIGGING DEEPER: DYING ON THE JOB”
WPTA - ABC21

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THE WINNING ENTRY SHOWS SERIOUS FLAWS WITH THE WAY INDIANA PROTECTS WORKERS AND THEIR FAMILIES WHEN THEY DIE IN WORKPLACE ACCIDENTS. BRAVO FOR EXPOSING THIS PROBLEM THROUGH THE PLIGHT OF A FAMILY AFFECTED BY THIS.”

2ND PLACE:
ALYSSA IVANSON
“15 FINDS OUT: ORGAN ARGUMENTS”
WANE

3RD PLACE:
ANGELICA ROBINSON
“15 FINDS OUT: UMBILICAL CORD DRUG TESTING”
WANE
PROFESSIONAL: TELEVISION

SPORTS REPORTING (INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
DAVE FURST
“DAVE FURST SPORTS”
WRTV

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “ENTRIES WERE SELECTED FOR EXCELLENT SPORTS REPORTING STANDARDS SUCH AS SOURCES, STATS, AND ANY INFOGRAPHICS. VIDEOGRAPHY AND CAPTIVATING RELEVANT FOOTAGE WERE ALSO USED TO DETERMINE PLACEMENT.”

2ND PLACE:
CHARLIE CLIFFORD
“CHARLIE CLIFFORD, SPORTS REPORTER”
WISH-TV
SPORTS REPORTING (OUTSIDE INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
JASON PEAR, PRODUCER/VIDEOGRAPHER/EDITOR / JACOB LINDAUER, VIDEographer
“The Weekly Special: Indiana Spotlight: Andrew Peterson’s Race for the Gold”
WTIU

Judge’s Comments: “Absolutely phenomenal entries. Final decision was based upon video sports reporting standards such as a range of reputable sources, stats and any infographics. Captivating, relevant footage and exceptional videography also played a large role in the decision.”

2ND PLACE:
LINDSEY WRIGHT
“As eSports Industry Booms, Some Colleges Launch Varsity Teams”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS

3RD PLACE:
ADAM SHEAR
“Adam Shear Reports”
WPTA - FORT WAYNE’S NBC
FEATURE STORY (INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
SCOTT SWAN AND STEVE RHODES
"MIRACLE OF THE MIND"
WTHR

2ND PLACE:
BROOKE MARTIN, SHAWN PIERCE, TREY FRIEDRICHS
“WISH PATROL BABY SHOWER”
WISH-TV

3RD PLACE:
MIKE SULLIVAN, AUSTYN KNOX
“WRESTLER RECOVERING FROM SHOOTING”
WXIN
FEATURE STORY (OUTSIDE INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
ADAM CARROLL, PRODUCER/EDITOR; JACOB LINDAUER, VIDEOGRAPHER; CHRIS DODGE, VIDEOGRAPHER
“THE WEEKLY SPECIAL: EXPRESSIONS: GABRIEL DISHAW”
WTIU

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “ONE MAN'S PASSION IS BRILLIANTLY DISPLAYED IN THIS UNIQUE PIECE. EYE-CATCHING VISUALS ADD TO THE STORY AND HOLDS THE
THE VIEWER'S INTEREST THROUGHOUT. WELL DONE.”
PROFESSIONAL: TELEVISION

DOCUMENTARY OR SPECIAL (INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
TED GREEN, PRODUCER; MIKA BROWN, CO-PRODUCER;
PETE SAETRE, CO-PRODUCER/EDITOR; VINCENT MANGANELLO,
VIDEOGRAPHER; & ANDY YOUNG, VIDEOGRAPHER
“EVA: A-7063”
WFYI

2ND PLACE:
BROOKE MARTIN, SHAWN PIERCE & TREY FRIEDRICHS
“WISH PATROL 2018”
WISH-TV

3RD PLACE:
STAFF
“WRTV IS WORKING FOR YOU.”
WRTV
PROFESSIONAL: TELEVISION

DOCUMENTARY OR SPECIAL (OUTSIDE INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
SAMUEL ORR, ROB ANDERSON
“INDIANA’S WILD LANDSCAPE”
WTIU

2ND PLACE:
SUSANNE SCHWIBS, JUSTIN CROSSLEY, ROB ANDERSON
“BEAUTIFUL BY DESIGN: THE INDIANA UNIVERSITY BLOOMINGTON CAMPUS”
WTIU

3RD PLACE:
DONOVAN KLEIN, TOM POWELL, LINDA JACKSON, HARRY BOEDDEKER
“HOOKED: THE OPIOID EPIDEMIC HITS HOME”
WPTA - FORT WAYNE’S NBC
CONTINUING COVERAGE (INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
STAFF
“WRTV--CONTINUOUS COVERAGE-NOBLESVILLE SCHOOL SHOOTING”
WRTV

2ND PLACE:
AL CARL
“NOBLESVILLE SCHOOL SHOOTING”
WISH-TV

3RD PLACE:
HALEY BULL, ROBB RESSLER
“CONTAMINATED SOIL, CONTAMINATED KIDS?”
WTTV
1ST PLACE:
FORT WAYNE'S NBC NEWS TEAM
“THE APRIL TINSLEY TRAGEDY”
WPTA - FORT WAYNE'S NBC

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THE APRIL TINSLEY TRAGEDY SERIES WAS PHENOMENAL. COMPPELLING, EMOTIONAL AND WELL-DONE. I APPLAUD THE ENTIRE NEWS TEAM FOR THEIR EXCELLENT COVERAGE.”

2ND PLACE:
TERRA BRANTLEY, JR CARMICHAEL
“DISTRACTED & DANGEROUS: IT'S PERSONAL”
WANE

3RD PLACE:
WTIU NEWS
“CONTINUING COVERAGE OF THE IMPACT OF TARIFFS IN INDIANA”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS
PROFESSIONAL: TELEVISION

COVERAGE OF GOVERNMENT OR POLITICS (ANY INDIANA STATION)

1ST PLACE:
MATT SMITH
“MATT SMITH COVERS POLITICS”
WTTV

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “EXCEPTIONAL PROGRAM COVERING POLITICAL VIEWS IN WITH 16 CITIZENS... MATT SMITH.”

2ND PLACE:
KARA KENNEY, PARIS LEWBEL, BRAD FORESTAL & TONY GRANT
“POTHOLE WAIT TIMES, VETERAN LICENSE PLATE SCANDAL, COPS GO TO HAWAII, AND 911 PLEASE HOLD”
WRTV

3RD PLACE:
HILARY POWELL
“BEHIND POLITICAL HEADLINES IN MICHIANA ”
WSBT (CBS)
BUSINESS OR CONSUMER AFFAIRS REPORTING (ANY INDIANA STATION)

1ST PLACE:
KARA KENNE, BRAD FORESTAL, JASON RONIMOUS & DAVE FRANKLIN
“CONTRACTOR CROOK, PERSONAL INFO FOUND ON COMPUTERS AND PAVING SCAMMERS”
WRTV

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “EXCELLENT REPORTING ON ISSUES THAT ARE IMPACTING THE COMMUNITY, WITH THOROUGH INVESTIGATION WITH RECORDS, EXPERTS AND MULTIPLE PARTIES IMPACTED. EVEN BETTER, IT WAS ALL DONE IN A TANGIBLE WAY TO THE VIEWER SO THEY CAN FULLY UNDERSTAND THE LEGAL ISSUES AT HAND. GREAT JOB INSERTING HUMOR WHERE APPROPRIATE, AS WELL!”

2ND PLACE:
HILARY POWELL
“ANSWERING THE CALL ACROSS MICHIANA”
WSBT (CBS)

3RD PLACE:
STEPHANIE ZEPELIN
“TRADE-IN TROUBLES”
WISH-TV
PROFESSIONAL: TELEVISION

EDUCATION COVERAGE (ANY INDIANA STATION)

1ST PLACE:
FRANK MICKENS, JAMIE SUITER
“WHERE IS RECESS”
WTTV

2ND PLACE:
WTIU NEWS
“How Students, Schools Participated in the National Walkout”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS

3RD PLACE:
GABBY GONZALEZ, SHAUN MURPHY
“GUNS IN SCHOOLS”
WXIN
1ST PLACE:
BARBARA BROSHER
“DO INDIANA’S CIVIL FORFEITURE LAWS VIOLATE THE STATE CONSTITUTION?”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “CIVIL FORECLOSURES; GREAT LEDE, USE OF SOURCES, GOOD STORYTELLING, GREAT STATS, AWESOME RESEARCH, COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING”

2ND PLACE:
LINDSEY WRIGHT
“PUBLIC SAFETY CELL NETWORK AIMS TO IMPROVE EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS

3RD PLACE:
KARA KENNEY, PARIS LEWBEL, BRAD FORESTAL, FRANK YOUNG
“DO DUI CHECKPOINTS WORK, OFFICER UNDER INVESTIGATION, FALLING BODY CAMERAS”
WRTV
PROFESSIONAL: TELEVISION

COVERAGE OF CHILDREN’S ISSUES (ANY INDIANA STATION)

1ST PLACE:
GABBY GONZALEZ, ALEXIS MCADAMS, MATT SMITH
“DCS IGNORES THE SIGNS”
WXIN

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “HEART WRENCHING RESULTS OF SYSTEMIC NEGLECT AND ABUSE ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN THIS PIECE BY THE TEAM AT WXIN. THEIR DOGGED PERSISTENCE DID NOT CEASE EVEN WHEN PRESENTED WITH FAMILIAR CALLS FOR REFORM BY GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS.”

2ND PLACE:
BARBARA BROSHER
“PROGRAM GIVES KIDS IN JUVENILE DETENTION LESSON IN LEGAL RIGHTS”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS

3RD PLACE:
KARA KENNEY, PARIS LEWBEL, BRAD FORESTAL & JASON STRONG

“TEEN RAPISTS GO UNPUNISHED AND VICTIMS LEFT UNPROTECTED, FBI SAYS SCHOOL SHOOTING WAS PREVENTABLE”
WRTV
PROFESSIONAL: TELEVISION

COVERAGE OF MINORITY ISSUES (ANY INDIANA STATION)

1ST PLACE:
TANAE HOWARD, ALLEN KEEFNER
“BLACK HAIR, LET'S CARE”
WXIN

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS REPORTER PRESENTS A THOUGHTFUL, COMPREHENSIVE AND LONG OVERDUE DISCUSSION ON NATURAL HAIR. VIEWERS ARE LEFT INFORMED ON A SUBJECT THAT AFFECTS MANY.”

2ND PLACE:
HILARY POWELL
“FROM INDIANA TO KOREA”
WSBT (CBS)

3RD PLACE:
BARBARA BROSHER
“INDIANA COUNTIES LOOK FOR SOLUTIONS TO HORSESHOE DAMAGE ON ROADS”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS
PROFESSIONAL: TELEVISION

MEDICAL OR SCIENCE REPORTING (ANY INDIANA STATION)

1ST PLACE:
BARBARA BROSHER
“VA TO OFFER HYPERBARIC OXYGEN THERAPY FOR SOME VETERANS WITH PTSD”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “VA STORY: GREAT STORYTELLING, RESEARCH, SOURCES, OBJECTIVE REPORTING, NICE PHOTOJOURNALISM, WELL-ROUNDED WORK.”

2ND PLACE:
KYLE TRAVERS, PRODUCER; BRAM SABLE-SMITH, REPORTER;
CHRIS ELBERFELD, Vinnie MANGANELLO, AND ANDY YOUNG,
VIDEOGRAPHERS
“THE HIGH COST OF INSULIN”
SIDE EFFECTS PUBLIC MEDIA AND WFYI

3RD PLACE:
TYLER LAKE
“BROWN COUNTY HEALTH CLINIC EMBRACES NEW CARE MODEL”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS
ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTING (ANY INDIANA STATION)

1ST PLACE:
LINDSEY WRIGHT
“OPPONENTS OF BOBCAT HUNTING, CONTROVERSIAL PROPOSALS CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “WRIGHT’S REPORTING ON THE TOPIC OF BOBCAT HUNTING IS EXHAUSTIVE, WEIGHING ALL THE ARGUMENTS AMONGST THE VARIOUS STAKEHOLDERS IN EQUAL MEASURE. THE RESULT IS AN INTERESTING, NUANCED PACKAGE ABOUT A TOPIC THAT OFTEN GETS REDUCED TO STEREOTYPES ON BOTH SIDES OF THE ISSUE.”

2ND PLACE:
TYLER LAKE
“ENGINEERS SEEK 'DARK SKY' DESIGNATION FOR HOOSIER NATIONAL FOREST”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS

3RD PLACE:
LINDSEY WRIGHT
“EXPERTS: THE GROWING ANTI PLASTIC STRAW MOVEMENT IS ABOUT MORE THAN STRAWS”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS
PROFESSIONAL: TELEVISION

GENERAL NEWS OR SPORTS VIDEOGRAPHY

1ST PLACE:
JASON THOMPSON
“JASON THOMPSON, SPORTS PHOTOJOURNALIST”
WISH-TV

2ND PLACE:
FRANK R YOUNG III, ERIN LISCH, MEREDITH BARACK
“RTV6 GENERAL NEWS VIDEOGRAPHY SPJ AWARDS ENTRY | 2018”
RTV6

3RD PLACE:
TREVOR PETERS AND RYAN DELANEY
“LOGO LOOPHOLES”
WLFI-TV 18
FEATURES NEWS VIDEOGRAPHY (INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
BRAD FORESTAL
“SPJ FORESTAL FEATURE NEWS VIDEOGRAPHY”
WRTV

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “ALL OF THE ENTRANTS SHOWED A LOT OF PASSION AND THOUGHTFULNESS IN THEIR PIECES, BUT THE SPJ FORESTAL FN VIDEOGRAPHY COMPOSITE EDGED THEM OUT WITH THE QUALITY OF THE STORYTELLING. YOU COULD TELL BRAD WAS MOVING THE CAMERA ALL OVER THE PLACE AND GETTING UNIQUE ANGLES AND EVERY CLEVER EDIT HELPED ADVANCE EACH PIECE TO BECOME A MEMORABLE ONE. HE HAD VERY NICE SHOT COMPOSITION, SHOT VARIETY, GREAT PACING, GOOD NATURAL MOMENTS, AND FUN CHARACTERS IN EACH STORY.”

2ND PLACE:
DAVID NOVAK
“SCENES OF INDIANA”
WTTV

3RD PLACE:
FRANK R YOUNG III, PARIS LEWBEL, MEREDITH BARACK
“RTV6 FEATURE NEWS VIDEOGRAPHY SPJ AWARDS ENTRY | 2018”
RTV6
FEATURES NEWS VIDEOGRAPHY (OUTSIDE INDIANAPOLIS MARKET)

1ST PLACE:
ZACH GROTH
“ZACH GROTH (ABC21) FEATURE VIDEOGRAPHY”
WPTA - ABC21 FORT WAYNE

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “GROTH HAS A REFRESHING TAKE ON ACTIVITIES THAT COULD BE CONSIDERED SPORTS, HOBBIES OR GAMES, DEPENDING ON THE VIEWER. GROTH'S PROFILES OF THESE PLAYERS SMARTLY INCLUDES THEIR AMBITIONS TO REACH A NATIONAL STAGE, ELEVATING THESE STORIES BEYOND THE LOCAL COMMUNITIES WHERE THEY WERE FILMED.”

2ND PLACE:
ROSS KINSEY
“ROSS KINSEY”
WANE
PROFESSIONAL: RADIO

RADIO BREAKING NEWS COVERAGE

1ST PLACE:
WIBC NEWSROOM
“THE MURDER OF DEPUTY JACOB PICKETT”
WIBC

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “1ST PLACE: NICE ADDITION OF INFORMATION AS IT COMES IN.

2ND: NICE LOCAL COLOR FROM THE RESIDENT, BUT FOR BREAKING NEWS, THE WRAP COULD HAVE USED MORE URGENCY, MORE SOUNDED LIKE WE'RE STILL IN THE MIDDLE OF THIS DISASTER. WE DON'T HEAR THAT THE FIRE IS STILL BURNING UNTIL WELL INTO THE PIECE, FOR EXAMPLE.”

2ND PLACE:
ISAIAH SEIBERT
“DERAILMENT, EXPLOSION FORCE EVACUATION”
WNIN-FM
PROFESSIONAL: RADIO

RADIO BEST NEWSCAST

1ST PLACE:
KAYLA BLAKESLEE
“POTENTIAL KIDNAPPING NEWSCAST”
FEDERATED MEDIA - WOWO 1190AM/107.5FM

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “WOWO KAYLA BLAKESLEE: THE 911 AUDIO WAS COMPELLING AND THE 2-WAY AFTER THE NEWSCAST ADDED TO THE COVERAGE.”

2ND PLACE:
WNIN STAFF
“JUNE 12, 2018 PM NEWSCAST”
WNIN-FM

3RD PLACE:
STAN JASTRZEBSKI, EMILIE SYBERG, CHARLOTTE TUGGLE
“WBAA 7 A.M. NEWSCAST, JANUARY 25TH, 2018”
WBAA PUBLIC RADIO
RADIO SPORTS REPORTING

1ST PLACE:
LINDSEY WRIGHT AND BECCA COSTELLO
“HOOSIER EXPERTS OFFER OPPORTUNITIES TO LEARN SAFE CAVING PRACTICES”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “NICE USE OF SOUND IN ALL THREE PIECES. CAVE STORY WAS INFORMATIVE AND WELL VOICED.”

2ND PLACE:
LINDSEY WRIGHT
“AS ESPORTS INDUSTRY BOOMS, SOME COLLEGES LAUNCH VARSITY TEAMS”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS

3RD PLACE:
LINDSEY WRIGHT
“INDIANA UNIVERSITY CREW FOLLOWS NFL’S LEAD IN IMPLEMENTING FIELD SAFETY PRACTICES”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS
PROFESSIONAL: RADIO

RADIO IN-DEPTH REPORTING

1ST PLACE:
EMILIE SYBERG
“As Feds Bail Out Farmers, Food Banks Brace For Extra Food”
WBAA PUBLIC RADIO

2ND PLACE:
CHARLOTTE TUGGLE
“Train Trouble”
WBAA PUBLIC RADIO

3RD PLACE:
BARBARA BROSHER
“Program Gives Kids In Juvenile Detention Lesson In Legal Rights”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS
1ST PLACE:
DREW DAUDELIN
“THE DREAMS AND ASPIRATIONS BEHIND A YOUTH-LED BIKE SHOP IN INDIANAPOLIS”
WFYI

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THE YOUTH FEATURED IN THIS PIECE, ALONG WITH THE ADULTS WHO HELP THEM, OFFER A HOPEFUL WORLDVIEW WHILE DEMONSTRATING THE RESULTS OF HARD WORK AND SELF SUFFICIENCY. THIS IS A GREAT EXAMPLE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF HYPER LOCAL REPORTING. WELL DONE!”

2ND PLACE:
SARAH VAUGHAN
“PROSECUTORS, PARAMEDICS TRAINING TO RECOGNIZE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE STRANGULATION”
WFHB COMMUNITY RADIO

3RD PLACE:
LINDSEY WRIGHT
“PROGRAM HELPS PREPARE STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES FOR EMPLOYMENT”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS
PROFESSIONAL: RADIO

RADIO DOCUMENTARY OR SPECIAL

1ST PLACE:
CHRIS DAVIS
“OPIOIDS IN INDIANA: THERE IS HOPE”
WIBC

2ND PLACE:
JILL DITMIRE
“CURIOUS MIX / THE SPEECH THAT KEPT THE CITY CALM; HOOSIER JAZZ ICONS; AN ODE TO CINNAMON TOAST”
WFYI INDIANAPOLIS

3RD PLACE:
DOUG STORM, ROB SCHOON, WES MARTIN
“INTERCHANGE – THE RED SCARE NEXT DOOR: ANTI-COMMUNISM IN EVANSVILLE, INDIANA”
WFHB COMMUNITY RADIO
PROFESSIONAL: RADIO

RADIO CONTINUING COVERAGE

1ST PLACE:
ERIC WEDDLE
“CAN GARY SCHOOLS BE SAVED BY A STATE TAKEOVER? ”
WFYI INDIANAPOLIS

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “GARY SCHOOLS: THE TWO FEATURES BROUGHT THE ISSUE HOME. VERY NICE.”

2ND PLACE:
WIBC NEWSROOM
“NOBLESVILLE STRONG: A SCHOOL SHOOTING AT HOME”
WIBC
1ST PLACE:
JOHN KRULL, JILL SHERIDAN
“NO LIMITS / INDIANAPOLIS' LGBT HISTORY”
WFYI INDIANAPOLIS

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THERE WERE MANY WONDERFUL MOMENTS IN THE ENTRIES SUBMITTED IN THIS FIELD. WHAT SET THE WINNER APART WAS THE DEEP HISTORY AND CONTEXT. THIS IS THE KIND OF PROGRAMMING THAT CONNECTS PEOPLE TO THEIR COMMUNITIES. THE HOST ASKED INFORMED, SENSITIVE QUESTIONS. THE RESULTING CONVERSATION WAS A FASCINATING LISTEN THAT EXPLAINED WHY PRIDE EVENTS CONTINUE TO BE IMPORTANT. WELL DONE.”

2ND PLACE:
JOHN KRULL, JILL SHERIDAN
“NO LIMITS / GUN VIOLENCE RESPONSES”
WFYI INDIANAPOLIS

3RD PLACE:
STAN JASTRZEBSKI
“ELECTION MINI-GOLF”
WBAA PUBLIC RADIO
STUDENT: PRINT AND DIGITAL

BREAKING NEWS REPORTING

1ST PLACE:
JACK EVANS
“FATHER DIES AFTER RESCUING DAUGHTER FROM SINKING CAR”
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THE WINNER IN THIS CATEGORY GOES BEYOND WHAT THEY GOT FROM A POLICE REPORT AND TELLS A DEVASTATING STORY. IT’S HARD TO WRITE THIS TYPE OF PIECE, THAT SEAMLESSLY BLENDS THE NEWS OF A DEATH WITH INFORMATION ABOUT WHO SOMEONE WAS, BUT THIS STUDENT DID IT WELL.”

2ND PLACE:
JESSE NARANJO
“THE KKK ORGANIZED A COOKOUT IN MADISON. A FEW HUNDRED PROTESTERS WEREN’T HAVING IT.”
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT
STUDENT: PRINT AND DIGITAL

NON-DEADLINE NEWS

1ST PLACE:
PETER TALBOT
"CONFRONTING TRUTH: MARION, INDIANA STRUGGLES TO FACE HISTORY OF 1930 LYNCHING"
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “PETER TALBOT'S EXCELLENTLY CONSTRUCTED IN-DEPTH PIECE EVOkses AN EMOTIONAL HISTORY THAT DOESN'T SHY AWAY FROM THE PAINFUL TRUTH OF RACISM'S LASTING LEGACIES.”

2ND PLACE:
LYDIA GERIKE
“E-SCOOTERS CAPTIVATED IU STUDENTS. BUT MORE THAN 75 HAVE BEEN HURT SO FAR.”
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT

3RD PLACE:
SAMANTHA KUPIAINEN
“ALONG CAME MARIA”
BALL BEARINGS
FEATURE STORY

1ST PLACE:
KATIE GRIEZE
"THANK YOU, GOD, FOR MAKING ME GAY AND CATHOLIC"
BALL BEARINGS

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “GREAT JOB OF "SHOWING" NOT "TELLING', GOOD STORY LINE THAT DRAWS READER IN AND MAKES THEM WANT TO KNOW MORE.SUCCEEDS IN ACCOMPLISHING A JOURNALIST'S BIGGEST CHALLENGE, TAKING A POTENTIALLY BORING, STATISTICAL SUBJECT AND HUMANIZING IT AND MAKING IT APPROACHABLE AND INTERESTING.GOOD COLOR, NICE DETAILS AND WORKS AS A FEATURE BECAUSE IT'S NOT LIMITED TO A ONE-PERSON OR FAMILY AND IS NOT A "ONE-SOURCE" STORY, A FACTOR THAT BROUGHT IT TO FIRST PLACE OVER THE CLOSE SECOND. IT COULD USE A LITTLE POLISHING AND MORE CONDENSATION OF SINGLE-LINES INTO PARAGRAPHS, BUT OVERALL A SOLID PIECE BOLD CHOICE TO USE QUOTES FROM CONVERSATION WITH PASTOR AND TO START LEDE WITH QUESTIONS. I ALWAYS LOVE A STORY THAT TIES UP IN A BOW AT THE END WITH THE SAME RIBBON IT BEGAN WITH.”

2ND PLACE:
NAOMI FARAHAN
"VENEZUELAN FAMILY AWAIT ASYLUM IN BLOOMINGTON"
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT

3RD PLACE:
HANNAH BOUFFORD
"JUSTICE FOR MERLIN"
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT
STUDENT: PRINT AND DIGITAL

SPORTS REPORTING

1ST PLACE:
JORDAN GUSKEY
“A NEW HOPE”
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “A GREAT DISPLAY OF MULTIMEDIA JOURNALISM, "A NEW HOPE" IS A BEAUTIFUL PIECE OF LONGFORM JOURNALISM, UTILIZING MULTIPLE SOURCES AND DIFFERENT STORYTELLING TECHNIQUES. IT WAS MILES APART FROM THE OTHER CONTENDERS IN THIS CATEGORY.”

2ND PLACE:
ZACH PIATT
“BAND OF BROTHERS”
THE BALL STATE DAILY NEWS

3RD PLACE:
RILEY EUBANKS
“SLIDING INTO TRADITION”
BALL BEARINGS
STUDENT: **PRINT AND DIGITAL**

**EDITORIAL WRITING**

**1ST PLACE:**
SHAYLA CABALAN
“LGBT MEDIA: VITAL TO YOUTH”
*THE REFLECTOR*

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “SHAYLA CABALAN’S CLEAN PROSE AND INVITING VOICE GIVE THE READER AN EMOTIONAL HOOK THAT KEEPS US READING--KEY TO WRITING A THOUGHT-PROVOKING AND SUCCESSFUL EDITORIAL PIECE. KUDOS!”

**2ND PLACE:**
THE FRANKLIN STAFF
“‘LOVE OVER HATE’: WHAT WE CAN LEARN FROM THE CAPITAL GAZETTE SHOOTING”
*THE FRANKLIN*

**3RD PLACE:**
STAFF
“OUR VIEW: WE NEED TO SUPPORT, SAVE STUDENT NEWSROOMS”
*THE BALL STATE DAILY NEWS*
STUDENT: PRINT AND DIGITAL

EDITORIAL CARTOON

1ST PLACE:
ETHAN GERLING
“IN CASE OF INEQUALITY, BREAK GLASS”
THE REFLECTOR

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “IN CASE OF INEQUALITY ... IS A HANDS-DOWN WINNER. THE HUGELY SIGNIFICANT MEANING IS TRANSPARENT. BRAVO. LIFE SHAMING ALSO TOOK A DIFFERENT TWIST TO A RELATIVE NEWLY DISCUSSED TOPIC. THE EYE IS DRAWN TO THE CENTER OF THE RING AND GRADUALLY FOCUSES ON THE CROWD THAT IS RIPE FOR A REASON(S) TO ATTACK THOSE CHARACTERS IN THE CENTER OF THE CIRCLE. GREAT MEANINGS. THE THIRD PLACE ENTRY HAD A TITLE THAT DID NOT MATCH THE ART. HOWEVER, IT WAS WELL DONE.”

2ND PLACE:
ETHAN GERLING
“LIKE SHAMING”
THE REFLECTOR

3RD PLACE:
ETHAN GERLING
“POLICE NEED NEW GLASSES”
THE REFLECTOR
COLUMN WRITING

1ST PLACE:
BEN PORTNOY
“IDS SPORTS COLUMN”
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS COLUMN TACKLES HUGELY IMPORTANT TOPICS FACING THE SPORTS INDUSTRY IN NUANCED AND COMPETENT WAYS. IT MERGES PERSONAL EXPERIENCE, HISTORICAL CONTEXT AND CURRENT EVENTS INTO INTERESTING PERSPECTIVES THAT STICK WITH THE READER.”

2ND PLACE:
RILEY EUBANKS
“MR. WEST GOES TO WASHINGTON”
BALL BEARINGS

3RD PLACE:
CAROLINA PUGA MENDOZA
“REALITY CHECK”
THE FRANKLIN
STUDENT: PRINT AND DIGITAL

NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY

1ST PLACE:
MATT BEGALA
“TRUMP IN INDIANA”
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THE BEST PHOTOGRAPHY ISN'T JUST ABOUT CAPTURING A MOMENT OR SHOWING OFF TECHNICAL PROFICIENCY. IT'S ABOUT FACES. DONALD TRUMP IS THE MOST PHOTOGRAPHED MAN ON THE PLANET THESE DAYS, WHICH MEANS IT'S A BIG CHALLENGE TO FIND AN ANGLE THAT'S INTERESTING. THIS ONE CLEARS THAT HIGH BAR. SECOND AND THIRD PLACES DID AN ADMIRABLE JOB COVERING EVENTS THAT LIMIT ACCESS, BUT THEY FACED STIFF COMPETITION FROM A POWERFUL IMAGE OF THE PRESIDENT.”

2ND PLACE:
KYLE MCGINNIS
“STEVONCE IN DRAG”
THE REFLECTOR

3RD PLACE:
JAYDEN KENNETT
“PROTESTERS MARCH AT INDIANA STATEHOUSE”
THE REFLECTOR
STUDENT: PRINT AND DIGITAL

SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY

1ST PLACE:
PAIGE GRIDER
“BALL STATE VS. EASTERN MICHIGAN”
THE BALL STATE DAILY NEWS

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “FIRST PLACE STOOD OUT WITH A CLEAN IMPACTFUL IMAGE CAPTURING PEAK SPORTS ACTION.”

2ND PLACE:
STAFF
“2018 LITTLE 500”
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT

3RD PLACE:
JACOB WALTON
“FOOTBALL CATCH”
THE REFLECTOR
STUDENT: PRINT AND DIGITAL

FEATURES PHOTOGRAPHY

1ST PLACE:
STEPHANIE AMADOR
“THE MEANING OF HERITAGE”
BALL BEARINGS

2ND PLACE:
QUINN FITZGERALD
“LAST LOOK: SORORITY BID DAY”
THE FRANKLIN

3RD PLACE:
PAIGE GRIDER
“BALL STATE VS. EASTERN MICHIGAN”
THE BALL STATE DAILY NEWS
STUDENT: PRINT AND DIGITAL

PAGE ONE OR COVER DESIGN

1ST PLACE:
STAFF
“INDIANA DAILY STUDENT”
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “ALL THREE FINALISTS TOOK DESIGN RISKS THAT PAID OFF. BUT THE FIRST-PLACE WINNER TOOK THE MOST DIVERSE RISKS, AND IT BEST INCORPORATED TYPOGRAPHY INTO ITS DESIGN. BOLD DESIGN IS MORE THAN JUST BIG IMAGES AND BIG TYPE. THAT TYPE – AND THE ACTUAL WORDS – NEED TO SUPPORT AND CLARIFY THE IMAGES. SECOND AND THIRD COULD HAVE DONE THAT A LITTLE BETTER.”

2ND PLACE:
EMILY WRIGHT
“17 MINUTES ”
THE BALL STATE DAILY NEWS

3RD PLACE:
STEPHANIE AMADOR, ANNELISE HANSHAW
“WE DEMAND CHANGE”
BALL BEARINGS
STUDENT: PRINT AND DIGITAL

BEST DESIGN OTHER THAN PAGE ONE OR COVER

1ST PLACE:
STAFF
“INDIANA DAILY STUDENT”
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THE CHOICE BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND PLACES WAS RAZOR THIN. IT WAS DIFFICULT BECAUSE THESE ENTRIES DID VERY DIFFERENT THINGS VERY WELL. THE INDIANA DAILY STUDENT DESIGNS WERE INTRICATE YET BALANCED, WHILE THE BALL BEARINGS DESIGN IS A SIMPLE BUT DRAMATIC PUNCH IN THE FACE. BOTH ARE PERFECT FOR THEIR SUBJECT MATTER, SO IT WAS ONLY BECAUSE OF IDS HAD TO JUGGLE MORE ELEMENTS DEFTLY THAT IT NUDGES OUT BALL BEARINGS.”

2ND PLACE:
ANNELISE HANSHAW
“WE DEMAND CHANGE”
BALL BEARINGS

3RD PLACE:
SHELBY MULLIS, CAROLINA PUGA MENDOZA, HOPE SHRUM
“A JOURNEY TOWARD GREATNESS”
THE FRANKLIN
STUDENT: PRINT AND DIGITAL

GRAPHICS OR ILLUSTRATION

1ST PLACE:
EMILY SABENS
“NON-TRADITIONAL SCHOOLS”
BALL BEARINGS

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS GRAPHIC DOES A GOOD JOB OF INCORPORATING IMAGERY AND TEXT TO GIVE READERS A QUICK UNDERSTANDING OF THE SUBJECT. IT’S EASY TO JUST SCROLL THROUGH AND GET ALL THE INFO AT A GLANCE, AND GET MORE DETAILS BY ACTUALLY READING THE TEXT.”

2ND PLACE:
JOHANA ROSENDO AND ZOË BERG
“EXPLORE INDY”
THE REFLECTOR

3RD PLACE:
ETHAN GERLING
“What IS CONSENT?”
THE REFLECTOR
STUDENT: **PRINT AND DIGITAL**

INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING

1ST PLACE:
LAUREL DEMKOVICH
“EMINENT DOMAIN”
*INDIANA DAILY STUDENT*

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS STORY TOOK SOMETHING AS SIMPLE AS A SIGN ON THE SIDE OF THE ROAD THAT PEOPLE DRIVE BY EVERY DAY AND GAVE READERS A DEEP UNDERSTANDING OF THE COMMUNITY, HISTORY AND INTRICACIES THAT LEAD TO ITS CREATION. IT’S AN UNEXPECTEDLY DEEP DIVE THAT WILL STAY WITH READERS FAR BEYOND THE LAST FEW GRAFS.”
STUDENT: TELEVISION

BEST NEWSCAST

1ST PLACE:
SETH TOCCO, TANNER HOLBROOK, CAMERON DEBLASIO & EMILY POE
“ELECTION NIGHT 2018”
NEWSLINK INDANA

2ND PLACE:
PRODUCER: LIZ SZEWCZYK; ASSOCIATE PRODUCER: TYLOR BRUMMETT;
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER: CELIA LAVOIE; & ASSOCIATE PRODUCER:
TANNER HOLBROOK
“WAKING UP WITH CARDINAL WX”
BALL STATE UNIVERSITY
1ST PLACE:
ESTHER BOWER
“MIDWEST STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM”
NEWSLINK INDIANA

2ND PLACE:
TANNER HOLBROOK
“DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SURVIVOR”
NEWSLINK INDIANA

3RD PLACE:
BRITTNEY ERMON
“FIGHTING ADDICTION THROUGH PHYSICAL FITNESS”
NEWSLINK INDIANA
SPORTS REPORTING

1ST PLACE:
MICHAEL TILKA
“AUSTIN STARR”
IU STUDENT TELEVISION

2ND PLACE:
AUSTON MATRICARDI, MURPHY WHEELER
“LOGAN SOWERS”
IU STUDENT TELEVISION

3RD PLACE:
AUSTON MATRICARDI, AUSTIN GHIRARDELLI
“IU SOCCER POSTSEASON”
INDIANA UNIVERSITY STUDENT TELEVISION
STUDENT: TELEVISION

FEATURES REPORTING

1ST PLACE:
SAM AHRENS, LOGAN DUBBS, ZACH ROY & JACK KIZER
“FAMILY LEGACY: CODY RUDY”
BALL STATE UNIVERSITY

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS VISUALLY PLEASING AND HEARTWARMING ENTRY DOES A SPLENDID JOB OF SHOWING HOW ONE STUDENT TACKLES ADVERSITY AND WINS.”
STUDENT: TELEVISION

VIDEOGRAPHY

1ST PLACE:
CONNOR NICHOLS
“CONNOR NICHOLS - REEL”
BALL STATE UNIVERSITY

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “THIS ENTRY FEATURES EXHILARATING IMAGERY COMBINED WITH PERFECTLY TIMED MUSIC. THE RESULT IS STUNNING. WELL DONE!”
STUDENT: RADIO

BEST NEWSCAST

1ST PLACE:
SHAYLA CABALAN
“WICR RADIO INFORMATION UPDATE AT 5:00”
WICR-FM HD RADIO / UNIVERSITY OF INDIANAPOLIS

2ND PLACE:
NOAH ALATZA
“JANUARY 10 NEWSCAST”
95.7 THE SPIN

3RD PLACE:
RACHEL LOWHORN
“NOVEMBER 11 NEWS”
95.7 THE SPIN
1ST PLACE:
ZOE DWIGGINS
“ZOE DWIGGINS”
INDIANA PUBLIC RADIO

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “IN TERMS OF CONTENT AND PRODUCTION, 1ST AND 2ND PLACE COULD ALMOST BE FLIPPED EXCEPT THAT DWIGGINS PROVIDED ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES OF HER WORK WHICH IS WHAT TIPPED THE SCALE IN HER FAVOR.”

2ND PLACE:
CHLOE WEBER
“LIVE SHOOTER TRAINING”
WBAA PUBLIC RADIO

3RD PLACE:
NOAH ALATZA
“NEW U.S.I. PRESIDENT”
95.7 THE SPIN
SPORTS REPORTING

1ST PLACE:
ABBY CARPENTER, ALLY LOW, MARY GRACE CUSUMANO, SHELBY
SCHOEN
“CASCADE LEAVES THE WIC”
WGRE
FEATURES REPORTING

1ST PLACE:
EMMA ATKINSON
“MANY YOUNG UGANDAN WOMEN FEAR PREGNANCY MORE THAN HIV”
IU MEDIA SCHOOL

2ND PLACE:
EMMA ATKINSON
“DAVIESS COUNTY SCHOOLS ADOPT ALTERNATIVE METHODS TO CURB DISCIPLINARY ISSUES”
WFIU/WTIU NEWS

3RD PLACE:
CARLY ROSENBERGER
“HOMELESS ART SHOW”
WBAA PUBLIC RADIO
BEST JOURNALISM WEBSITE

1ST PLACE:
STAFF
“BALL BEARINGS”
BALL BEARINGS

2ND PLACE:
BROOKE KEMP, RYAN SHANK, MICHAEL HIMES, EMILY WRIGHT
“LIVING FORM: THE MAN BEHIND THE MASKS”
THE BALL STATE DAILY NEWS
BEST ONLINE MULTIMEDIA

1ST PLACE:
TAYLOR TELFORD, SARA MILLER, EMAN MOZAFFAR
“BROKEN”
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT

JUDGE’S COMMENTS: “SUPERB COMPETITION IN THIS MULTIMEDIA CATEGORY. THE FIRST PLACE WINNERS DEMONSTRATED EXCEPTIONAL SKILLS IN WRITING AND EDITING, VIDEOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY, ILLUSTRATION, CONTEXT AND CARING. SECOND PLACE: EXCELLENT STORYTELLING BASED ON EXPERT INTERVIEWING. THE GRAPHICS, VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHY ARE DYNAMIC.

THIRD PLACE: THE DERBY MOM AND OTHER LADIES IN THE RINK ARE A ONE-OF-A-KIND CLUB. GOOD VISUALS LED THIS MULTIMEDIA PROJECT.”

2ND PLACE:
LAUREL DEMKOVICH, EMILY BERRYMAN, HANNAH BOUFFORD
“PRIDE OF PAOLI”
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT

3RD PLACE:
MERRITT MCLAUGHLIN, TT SHINKAN, MAYA MONTAGUE
“DIARY OF A DERBY MOM”
BALL BEARINGS